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Abstract
Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) is the remote collection of consumption data from customer’s utility meters over telecommunications, radio, power line and other links. AMR provides water, electric and gas utility service companies the opportunity to streamline metering, billing and collection activities, increase operational efficiency and improve customer service. The AMR system consists of three major components: the meter interface module, communications system, and data concentrator. This paper details with a feasibility study on creation of a robust bi-directional/two-way communication system between an electricity meter and a distant control unit (data concentrator) over the low voltage (LV) distribution grid. Basic functions of the AMR system include the provision for remote connection and disconnection of meter and fraud detection features at both the meter interface and the data concentrator. As a support system to the entire AMR, Lithium-ion batteries are utilized which are especially important in the cases of power failures. The main advantage of this system is that it is a low cost system that produces very encouraging results and it can be implemented upon existing electro-mechanical meters without the need of purchasing new meters. With many existing meters being the electro-mechanical meters, the need for a high-cost, large-scale implementation of new electronic device meters to enable implementation of the AMR system is unnecessary. The cost of implementation is low and the benefits, especially economically, that it brings to the utility company are immense.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Utility company typically uses technologies that were developed several decades ago to collect meter reading for billing purposes. The majority of the meters are read visually and manually recorded in a meter book. Manual readings cause entry errors and considerable time is used to physically check out each unit. An English study has shown that a meter reader achieves an average information rate of only about 1 bit/s [1]. Furthermore, the need to read hard-to-access meters becomes very strong.

Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) in very simple terms emphasizes the meter reading
aspects of a particular utility function with the absence of any human intervention [2]. AMR is the remote collection of consumption data from customers’ utility meters. Meter reading is all about communication, that is, the accurate conveying of information from thousands of separate locations (the meters) to one location (utility’s office).

AMR systems are best classified by which technology links that are used to communicate. Telephone, radio, and power line carrier are the three most popular. Apart from that, AMR provides different utility companies, such as, the electricity, gas and water utilities the opportunity to perform meter-reading functions over these communication links. With the opportunity to streamline metering and billing, collection activities as well as to enhance service to customers through AMR, thus, AMR has become the utilities' gateway to present and future customers and can provide a strategic platform for building sustainable competitive advantage for that particular utility company.

Existing AMR scheme in operation is using the telephone line to communicate with the meter from the central station and is installed mainly at mega or huge consumers. For special projects, AMR scheme can be realized by partly PLC technology and partly by telephone or fiber-optic communication. AMR systems are still pretty new in this country and are still in the developmental and testing stages especially in connection with the PLC communication medium system. A large-scale working AMR system through PLC communication link is yet to be successfully implemented here but a prototype system is currently being developed at National Utility Research Department [3].

2. PLC AS THE COMMUNICATION LINK

Power line carrier or PLC would seem to be the natural choice for communication as it would utilize infrastructure already in control by the electric utilities and can potentially reach any point in the power network [4]. Electrical power lines are usually classified into the low (< 1kV), medium (1 - 100 kV) and high (> 100 kV) voltage networks with respectively increasing communication difficulties [5]. If an information signal is transmitted over power lines for distances of miles, the power company’s distribution transformers are likely to present major obstacles [6]. In order to serve the above purpose, the communication system must provide high link availability despite the unpredictable transmission characteristics of the signal path. A core strategy is to use the Low Voltage (LV) distribution networks for communication, which is basically everything attached to the secondary side of the distribution transformer including the low-voltage network within the consumers’ premises and all loads connected to it [7].

It is very difficult to determine an accurate model of power line communications channel since most of the channel parameters vary with time, load, frequency, etc. Yet, several distinct topologies are accepted as being reasonable representation of the channel such as the model proposed by Dostert [8]. Onunga, et al. proposed another model. Here, the filter response \( H(f,t) \) varies to reflect the change in electrical loads. \( A(t) \) represents fading and is often periodic, while \( B(t) \) is the fading level of the noise relative to the signal. Note that all elements are time-dependent (t). Other elements needed to be considered are BW limitation, noise and disturbances, channel impedances, signal attenuation, standing wave consideration, SNR, time variant behavior of the grid and EMC [9].

In order to provide a sound foundation for low voltage communications, the EEC’s electrical standardization body, CENELEC, has developed a standard, EN-50065 for Europe [10]. This standard embraces several key parameters such as frequency range and signal power, which will provide the potential for efficient communication between the utilities and their customers. The transmitted power depends on the specific channel and coupling method, but is not to exceed 500mW. The frequency bands are divided into utility signaling band (3kHz-95kHz), and customer band
(95kHz-148.5kHz). The band from 3–95 kHz or A–Band, is allocated for electrical utility use including automatic meter reading. The range from 95–148.5 kHz comprising the B, C, and D bands is reserved for end-users (utility customers) applications.

The power line regulations in USA are different from those applied in Europe in terms of frequency band allocation and bandwidth. The Federal Communications Commissions (FCC) regulations specifies that the power line communications should have a bandwidth of 350 kHz, allocated in the band of 100–450 kHz [11].

Different regulations have different impact on the communication system. In USA, the larger bandwidth makes it possible to have higher bit-rates. However, in Europe, the bandwidth limitations almost dampen any effort attempting to achieve a higher baud rate in the communication system.

### 3. CHANNEL IMPEDANCE

The characteristic impedance of an unloaded transmission line can be obtained from the standard distributed parameter model as given in [12] for uniform distributed line. Unfortunately, a uniform distributed line is not an appropriate model for power line carrier communication since a number of loads with different impedances are connected to the power lines for variable duration of time. Therefore, the channel impedance is a strongly fluctuating variable, depending on the specific loads connected to the power lines at specific times. Furthermore, since the overall impedance results from the parallel connection of all the networks’ loads, small impedances will definitely play a dominant role in determining the overall channel impedance.

However, the overall impedance is found to be very small. Ferreira quote figures of 0–80Ω for the low voltage network. Abraham stated that the loaded line impedance lies within the range of 5–150Ω while Hooijen reported a very low channel impedance at the residential area. Normally, for conventional communication, impedance matching is attempted, such as the use of 50Ω cables and 50Ω transceivers. However, the power line network is not matched. The input (or output) impedance varies with time, with different loads and locations. This phenomenon presents significant challenges when designing coupling network for the communication system. Maximum power transfer theory states that the transmitter and channel impedance must be matched for maximum power transfer. However, impedance mismatches can easily occur with the presence of strongly fluctuating channel impedance.

### 4. NOISE AND FILTERING

On high and medium voltage network, channel noise is primarily caused by lightning, circuit breaker operations, transients produced within a power circuit and on/off switching of capacitor banks used in power factor correction. However, on the notoriously noisy low voltage grid, the noise basically is a summation of four different noise types, as identified by Hooijen and Vines et al, that is, noise synchronous to the power system frequency (Type A noise), noise with a smooth spectrum or background noise (Type B noise), single–event impulse noise (Type C noise) and non–synchronous noise (Type D noise).

Filters of some sort are essential to the operation of most communication systems to emphasize signals in certain frequency ranges and reject signals in other frequency ranges. Such a filter has a gain which is dependent on signal frequency. There are generally five basic filter types: band-pass, band-reject, low-pass, high-pass, and all-pass.

There are three main approaches in implementing filters, namely, passive filters, active filters and switched-capacitor filters. Passive filters are made up of passive components: resistors, capacitors and inductors. A passive filter uses no amplifying elements (transistors, operational amplifiers, etc.). In this respect, it is the simplest form of implementation in terms of the number of necessary components. However, since passive filters use no active elements, they cannot provide...
signal gain. Active filters use amplifying elements, especially op-amps with resistors and capacitors in their feedback loop, to synthesize the desired filter characteristics. They can have high input impedance, low output impedance, and virtually any arbitrary gain. Switched-capacitor filters have become widely available in monolithic form during the last few years. The switched-capacitor approach overcomes some of the problems inherent in standard active filters, while adding some interesting new capabilities. Switched-capacitor filters need no external capacitors or inductors, and their cutoff frequencies are set to a typical accuracy of ±0.2% by an external clock frequency. In addition, switched-capacitor filters can have low sensitivity to temperature changes.

5. POWER LINE COUPLER

Inductive coupling method is chosen to couple the communications signals onto the power lines since it represents the best compromise between the need for efficiency, convenience, safety and low cost. The most common inductive coupler topology is shown in Figure 1. It uses a serially connected capacitor on the primary of a transformer. The design is based on two principles:

(i) A value of $C_{eq}$ having large impedance at 50 Hz to block the line frequency.
(ii) Resonance between the coupling capacitor $C_{eq}$ and the primary winding inductance $L_1$ to yield sufficiently low characteristic impedance.

The major shortcoming of this design has been the use of ferrite or iron core transformer in the signal coupler. The effective primary inductance $L_1$ is altered to some unknown (nearby) value due to the non-linear characteristic of the core. Alternatively, Abraham and Roy proposed a design to couple the signal onto the power line with low transceiver input impedance by using a large coupling capacitor (approximately 0.5 µF). However, the major drawback of this approach is that it results in significant carrier frequency loss.

A better design of a coupling network is obtained by slightly altering Figure 1 by using a double-secondary transformer to obtain Figure 2. This modified coupler network enables further filter design on each of its secondary to achieve the desired frequency response. The transmission secondary can be designed to have high-pass characteristics while having band-
pass properties for reception in the secondary.

6. MODULATION SCHEMES

Several systems have been developed which aim to apply PLC techniques to the problem of remote metering. The choice of modulation system has produced different results. Ramseier, et al. adopted multi-carrier modulation (MCM) (also known as Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex, OFDM or Discrete Multitone, DMT), which combine an excellent bandwidth efficiency (high data rates) with the possibility of a very flexible bandwidth allocation [13]. Dostert managed to apply Frequency-Hopping Spread-Spectrum Modulation (F-H S-S) for digital communications over electrical power lines.

Hagmann proposed a spread spectrum communication system for load management and distribution automation in Switzerland. Schaub et al. found that the Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) system using a cyclic redundancy check to detect an error and repetitive polling was able to achieve 95.8% to 99.2% communication success [14,15]. In fact, both Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) and Phase Shift Keying (PSK) are robust yet simple but FSK scheme performs better in a high-phase delay channel. National Semiconductor Corporation concurs with this fact and comes out with several integrated chips (IC) based on FSK scheme.

There is basically no systematic relation between the frequency and the signal attenuation on the power line channel. It is therefore impossible to determine beforehand a best transmission frequency for a communications network. The well-known Amplitude Modulation (AM) technique can be modified to shift the base band frequency of the FSK waveform to different carrier frequencies, creating a reliable frequency diversity scheme.

7. COMMUNICATION CHANNEL

Figure 3 shows the modulation scheme implemented for successful transmission of data between the meters and the data concentrator. It is a two-layer modulation scheme incorporating both FSK modulation as well as DSB-SC modulation for more effective transmission of data across the noisy power lines.

Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) is chosen to be the first layer modulation method not only for its excellent impulse noise rejection, but also for the simplicity of implementation in both the transmitter and receiver sections. This can be done by the application of a monolithic function generator integrated circuit easily obtainable in the market.

Layer two is designed to enhance the performance of the basic communication system under excessive interference, enabling the system to recognize and avoid frequency bands where excessive interference exists. The only constraint needs to be taken into account is the available narrow bandwidth (3-95 kHz). The use of DSB-SC in second layer further introduces the concept of frequency hopping. Frequency hopping (FH) scheme is well known for its ability to make the communication link robust. Communication-wise, it has a great immunity on jamming and
minimized the danger of interference. Without FH, in the basic band of the transmission, a certain bandwidth is used. However, due to the ability to change the carrier frequency, the method of frequency hopping can fully utilize the bandwidth allocated by CENELEC, i.e. Band A of 3-95 kHz. Each change in carrier frequency is called a hop.

The first step is to decide which carrier frequencies should be adopted in such a harsh environment, taking into consideration the measurements and research outcomes done by various people from various countries. The major constraint is that these frequencies must reside within the CENELEC EN50065.1 A-Band range. At last, the band from 20-95 kHz appears to be optimum as a trade-off between noise, propagation and coupling losses. The carrier frequencies are allowed to hop freely in this particular band. The second step is to set all selected carrier frequencies at odd multiples of half the power frequency. This is because 50 Hz harmonics will all be at even multiples of 25 Hz. This means that the carrier is precisely located between a pair of harmonics and therefore the detrimental Type A noise (noise synchronous to the power system frequency) can be effectively avoided.

Passive filters are used extensively for several prominent reasons. Firstly, passive filters are easy to implement, require no power supplies and since they are not restricted by the bandwidth limitations of op-amps, they can work well at very high frequencies. They can be used in applications involving larger current or voltage levels than can be handled by active devices. Passive filters generate little noise when compared with circuits using active gain elements. The noise they produce is simply the thermal noise from resistive components, and, with careful design, the amplitude of this noise can be very low.

8. METER INTERFACE MODULE

The AMR system starts at the meter. Some means of translating readings from rotating meter into digital form is necessary in order to send digital metering data from the customer site to a central point. In most cases, the meter that is used in an AMR system is the same ordinary meter used for manual reading. This type of meters is known as the electro-mechanical or Ferraris’ disc meter. Alternatively, an electronic meter that functions based on sold-state electronic technology can be also utilized. The internal mechanism used for metering consumption differs for both these cases. The main difference is the addition of some device to generate pulses relating to the amount of consumption monitored, that is, the generation of electronic digital codes that translates to the actual reading on the meter dials for the case of the electro-mechanical meter.

After conversion of the electro-mechanical meter, the register dial will no longer be utilized and is taken out of the system. In place of it, with the generation of the digital pulses, an LCD display is used. LCD is chosen because it gives clear read-outs, is easy to implement and controlled using a PIC micro controller and most importantly, it reads data in digitalized ASCII code. Thus, the PIC micro controller can take the digital pulses emitted from the converted electro-mechanical meter, count them and lastly, convert them to ASCII code to be transmitted for display on the LCD.

In this paper, conversion of an electro-mechanical paper is preferred to the utilization of an electronic meter for economic reasons as it is cheaper to just install PIC micro controller chips on the existing traditional electro-mechanical meters as compared to changing all the old meters and obtaining new electronic meters. Also, the total cost of conversion is much cheaper than to purchase a new electronic meter.

The most important aspect when using an electro-mechanical meter to perform AMR function is to convert the meter such that instead of being an analogue meter that detects electricity readings based on signal detection of the continuously rotating Ferraris’ disc, it has to become a digitalized meter that detects signal in the form of digitized pulses. The digital pulses can be obtained through the combination of an optical encoder and a PIC micro controller, whereby, the optical encoder converts the analogue readings of the rotating electro-mechanical meter into digitized pulses while the
PIC micro controller reads, counts and records the number of digitized pulses as meter readings. The data detected by the PIC micro controller is stored in its RAM and is sent out across the power lines after every 15 minutes. Therefore, to achieve this purpose, a LM555 timer has to be used. In the time delay mode of operation, one external resistor and capacitor precisely control the time. Its timing can range from microseconds through to hours. A time delay of 15 minutes is set to trigger the PIC micro controller to send the accumulated meter readings over the PLC. The LM555 timer circuitry is as shown in Figure 4.

The values for resistors, R1 and R2 as well as the external capacitor, Cext, are governed by Equations 1 and 2:

\[
f_r = \frac{1.44 C_{ext}}{(R_1 + 2R_2)} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\text{Duty Cycle} = \frac{t_H}{(t_H + t_L)} = \frac{(R_1 + R_2)}{(R_1 + 2R_2)} \times 100\% \tag{2}
\]

The duty cycle gives an indication of the ratio or percentage of a full period of the output rectangular waveform where the signal is high and f_r is the frequency of oscillation for the rectangular output waveform. The duty cycle is controlled by the values of the two resistors, R1 and R2. Ideally, we want the duty cycle to be 50% (ratio value = 0.5) or thereabouts. However, the resistors, R1 and R2 together with the external capacitor, Cext, also determine the frequency of oscillation of the rectangular output waveform, which in turn also determines the timing provided by the LM555. Thus, proper calculations and determination of these three variables of R1, R2 and Cext are essential to provide proper timing that enables data to be sent across the PLC at intervals of 15 minutes. The values calculated are R1 = 30 kΩ, R2 = 8.2 MΩ and Cext = 0.3082 µF.

A side-function for an AMR system is the provision for remote connection and disconnection of meters. This is an important function especially for meters at abandoned buildings and residences, so that the power supply can be cut off from these meters automatically and remotely from the utility company’s office. This will ensure a significant savings in labor time and costs and improve the efficiency of the utility company’s operations. Also, automatic cutting off of power supply to the meter can be implemented to belligerent households that refuse to pay their mounting debts with the utility company if legally they are entitled to do so according to local statutes.

To produce supply to the meter, a power relay is used. An important criterion in the selection of this particular type of relay is its ability to withstand a large amount of load current, where, the load current entering into the meter from the outside power lines can reach up to 30A. This relay is placed outside the meter at the live cable. The power relay acts as a switch for the current flow into the meter. The power relay used is of the type N/C or Normally Closed, that is, current is allowed to pass through the relay into the electro-mechanical meter under normal conditions. When the relay is triggered, it will open and current is blocked from entering into the meter that means the meter has been disconnected from the power grid. The circuit for the BJT transistor that enables the power relay to be cut off is shown in Figure 5.

Thus, by sending a control signal from the data concentrator to the particular meter, automatic disconnection of the meter can be done by triggering the N/C power relay to open and to block the power supply from reaching the meter. To reverse this process, another control signal is
sent from the data concentrator to close the N/C power relay to enable power supply to reach the meter again.

Another feature of the AMR is the ability to detect fraud or tampering of the converted electro-mechanical meter. Detection of fraud can be done in two ways; one at the meter interface side while the other is done at the data concentrator or computer side. At the meter interface side, detection of tampering is implemented through the use of a motion or vibration sensor. The motion sensor is placed at the covering of the electro-mechanical meter. Therefore, if an attempt to tamper the converted electro-mechanical meter is made, the covering of the meter has to be opened first. Alternatively, a very small hole can also be drilled without opening the cover. Either way, when the covering is being tampered, the vibration of the meter covering will ensure that the motion sensor is activated such that it triggers the PIC microcontroller to inform it of the occurrence of fraud.

As a support system to the entire AMR system and especially to the LCD, batteries are utilized. They are especially important in the cases of power failures and power disruptions that can cause the entire AMR system to break down and the LCD to lose its stored memory and reading. Presently, power for the AMR system is drawn from the power lines using standard down-transformers but when power disruption happens, no power will be supplied to the entire AMR system. The selection of lithium-ion batteries as the type of batteries that are used is the fact that these batteries tend to last longer than most other batteries, even up to 10 years. Also, lithium batteries are light and have a high energy density. In addition to that, it contains no mercury, cadmium nor lead and therefore, is non-poisonous. However, lithium batteries are more expensive than most other batteries.

9. DATA CONCENTRATOR

To connect the external electronic circuitry to the computer, a standard called the RS-232 standard is adopted. The RS-232 interface uses negative logic levels. There are many languages that can be used to program the software at the data concentrator side such as C, Fortran, Basic and many others. Also, there are many software programs that can be used like Borland C++, Visual Basic and Visual C among them. The software program chosen to be used here at the data concentrator side of the AMR system is the Visual Basic Version 6.0 software. This particular language is chosen for the simple reason that it is the easiest to be implemented for the purpose of communicating with the computer’s serial port.

Furthermore, as timing is critical here since the exact moment that the meter readings are sent has to be accurately recorded, the Visual Basic software provides another advantage as it can
Figure 7. Access denied.
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display the internal computer system clock on the PC screen easily. Thus, comparison can be made to observe the pattern of data of the meter reads from each meter to check for any anomaly or deviation and to warn the user when excessive electricity usage is used.

10. TESTING AND DISCUSSION

The Visual Basic language will enable the following to be shown on the computer screen when the Meter Reading Program is executed. Firstly, the Splash program form will be shown as in Figure 6.

A password will be requested and the user of the software is requested to key in his/her identity (ID). Thus, only authorized personnel can have access to the software program and unauthorized users will be denied access when an invalid password is keyed in as shown in Figure 7.

For authorized personnel of the utility company, after the correct password has been entered, the next screen will request the user to select the appropriate meter region of interest from a pull-down list as shown in Figure 8.

After the selection of the desired meter locations, the software program will run and wait for the meter reads from the meter to reach the data concentrator. A sample data during the testing of the AMR system after the lapse of some time to allow some meter reads from two meters to reach the data concentrator is shown next.

As seen from Figure 9, the conversion from the meter readings in the unit of kWh to the equivalent money value can be calculated directly through the software program. Also, the above program can request for data of meter reads to be sent from selected meters and disconnection of selected meters. It can also receive tampering messages from the meters whereby the green patch in the associated meter column turns from green to red. When the color changes after tampering signal is received, a ‘beep’ sound is also emitted to alert the program user.

A number of schemes can be used to perform the functions of error detection and error correction. When asynchronous transmission is used, since each character is treated as a separate entity, an additional binary digit or bit is embedded within each transmitted character. This additional digit is known as the parity bit. This scheme allows the receiver to detect the occurrence of transmission errors only. Consequently, a scheme is needed to enable the receiver to obtain another copy of the original transmission when errors are detected. A number of schemes are possible, whereby; one way is to implement the frequency-hopping technique. With this technique, the data is retransmitted to the
receiver side across the PLC by using a different frequency from its original one. This is the error control scheme.

Figure 10 is the Chart Analysis program that shows the wave shape of power consumption of a particular meter. This program can be obtained from the main screen by clicking on the “Chart Analysis” button for the required meter Figure 9.
The importance of Chart Analysis is to detect the tampering of meters at the data concentrator side. Observing the shape of the line graph obtained can do this. A straight or fairly straight line indicates that the meter data are consistent at the fixed intervals of 15 minutes and therefore, there is no suspicion of meter tampering. However, when the line plot suddenly ‘shoots up’ to a very high value or increases by a very small value only at regular intervals of 15 minutes when compared with the previous 15-minute intervals, this will give rise to a strong suspicion of meter tampering at the meter concerned. Thus, the utility company can carry out investigations to verify the suspicion of meter tampering at the said meter. Requesting the meter concerned to send its meter readings by clicking on the ‘Data Request’ button can do this. If the meter read data still show inconsistent values, thus, the suspicion of tampering is confirmed and the utility company can take appropriate action. In our AMR system, the most common error detection method is implemented, namely, parity bit error detection. An extra ninth bit will be appended at the end of the 8-bit ASCII code (the code used to transmit data is the ASCII or American Standards Committee For Information Interchange) representing the parity bit. In the scheme used, even parity is used, that is, the total number of binary 1s in the character or byte including the parity bit has to be even (namely 0, 2, 4, 6 or 8). A parity bit of 1 is inserted if the character has sum of binary 1 that is odd and a parity bit of 0 is inserted if the character has sum of binary 1 that is even to ensure that the total sum of binary 1 is always even for the generated parity and the character or byte ASCII code combined. The detection of the sum of binary 1 is done by the PIC micro controller and once error has been detected, the PIC micro controller will request the meter to resend its data using a different frequency (frequency-hopping scheme) while the ‘Error Detected’ portion on the screen of the Visual Basic program Figure 15 will change color from green to red.

When the ‘End’ button of the main screen Figure 9 is clicked, it signifies the end of the session and the following will be shown on the computer screen.

When ‘OK’ is selected, the software program will be closed and a new meter region can be selected when the program is executed again. The results of the test run that was conducted were satisfactory with a low percentage of error. The meter readings of the LCD and the meter readings obtained at the data concentrator are identical. Furthermore, the control functions of meter tampering detection and remote connection and disconnection of power supply to the meter can be performed for each individual meter, each having its own address, detected by the PIC micro controller.

11. CONCLUSION

The AMR system constructed in this research have two-way communication functions to enable communication between the data concentrators with the meter interface modules. The selected medium of communication is the power line carrier, PLC, since the infrastructure already exist and the PLC belongs to the utility companies. Furthermore, the electricity meters were given all the attention in this paper while other meters like water meters and gas meters were not discussed. Gas meters are rarely found in Malaysia and since the discussion here concerns the PLC as the communication link, further conversion of water meters are needed such that they are enabled to transmit meter readings over the power lines. Thus, they are not discussed here but a further extension to the AMR project may include the combination of the three meters such that all the meter readings from these meters can be sent across the PLC together.
A robust system for communicating over low voltage power lines has been built and tested, combining the advantages of FSK and frequency diversity with very satisfactory results. The combination of software and hardware is able to successfully create a more robust communication system. Furthermore, through clever conversion of existing electro-mechanical meters, an inexpensive AMR system was successfully implemented. Although the cost is low, the results are nevertheless quite accurate. Also, various functions such as meter tampering detection as well as remote connection and disconnection of meter were successfully built into the AMR system.
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